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A number of highly sensitive kinetic methods for the determination of rare
platinum metals ( Ru, Rh, Os, Ir) in solutions based on their catalytic activity in
redox reactions included halogenates are presented. The unique sensitivity of these
methods allows to use them for the study of highly diluted solutions of the metals
( up to 10"8 mol/1 ). It was shown that the platinum metal speciation is the main
factor determining its catalytic activity in the indicator reaction. The difference in
catalytic activity of various complex ions of the same platinum metal was used for
the study of platinum metals speciation in diluted solutions.

The following indicator reactions were used for the development of methods for
quantitative and speciation analysis:
- the oxidation of some azo dyes with potassium periodate ( for Ru );
- the oxidation of sodium arsenate with iodate or periodate ( for Os );
- the oxidation of Hg(I) with Ce(IV) in perchloric acid medium and sulfarsazene
with periodate ( for Ir );
- the oxidation of methyl orange or sulfarsazene with periodate ( for Rh ).
All the developed methods are selective and have a very high sensitivity allowing
to determine platinum metals content from 10"4 to 10"7 % in various types of
samples ( rocks, sea deposits, waters etc.).

The same methods were used for the study of the platinum metals compounds
speciation and the reactions in diluted solutions, such as:

the determination of Ru as RuNO in nitrosoruthenium chlorocomplexes
solutions and study the RuNO decomposition by the action of the UV radiation;
- the determination of mono- and binuclear aquachloroions of Ru (IV) in there
mixture ;
- the determination of Ru and Rh as RUCIÔ and RhCU -ions and the study of
the process of their aquatation;

the study of the behavior of chlorocomplexes of Ir, Rh and Os in diluted
solutions.

The results compared favourably with those obtained by other methods. They
allowed to find the most catalytical active forms of platinum metals in solution
and the conditions for their stabilization.


